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ABSTRACT 
The well-known Cauchy theorem connects the e&endues of a Hermitian matrix to 
ues of a principal submatrix by a sequence of interlacing inequalities. In this 
we derive some consequences of the assumption that some of these inequalities 
alities or near-equalities. Our results concern the tininess of the coupling 
block as well BS correspondi subspace estimates. 
arbitrary n x n #emitian matrix partitioned as 
H:mxm. 
Then according to the Cauchy interlacing theorem we have (cf. [3, 910.1])’ 
‘We shall use the notation of [3] throughout this paper. 
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where cyl < cy2 Q 0.. <acr, and 01< ** l < 8, are the eigenvaiues of A 
and H, respectively. 
Some applications gzve rise to the following problem: what can be said 
about A if mrne of the inequalities in (2) or (3) become eq&ities or 
near-inequa&ties? The (plausiblej answ~ is that then B has to be tiny. The 
results presented in this note are concerned with some aspects of this 
problem. The equality case is settled by the following. 
THEOREM 1. f&t A irnd H be as dime. tthmbasetYof 
i such that for kto’ 
“& = a, 0 4 
ity f~ this 
el 
result (a f&y simple and 
k&de a proof of our own 
tm ear-equality case below. 
MMA 2. 
‘This theorem c:lll~ dso obtained as a corollary 8f a ilb&-space result of Voigt and 
w. 
idmann [4] (some fimther results, related to the Cm&y theorem, are contained in [l. 2, 
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be a Hermitian matrix of order n, where the zero block is squate of order p. Zf 
v(A)<p-hrr(A)<p- 1, then B has a rwntriuiai n&pace. 
Proof of Le?mcz 2. If p>n-p,thelemmaistrivial.Forp<n-ptake 
any real q # 0; then A - q is congruent to 
1 
-t 0 
0 U-q+BB*/?j l 
1 
If I3 had only a trivial nullspace, then rank BE* = p and 1 r) 1 + 0 small 
enough wou!d impiy 
This inequality would then necessarily extend to the case r) = O-a contradic- 
tion. This proves the lemma. (The second part of the assertion is obtained by 
considering -A instead of A.) m 
Proof of ZTheumm 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
H = diag(81,...,0,). 
Thenforka.Y’wehavev(A-q)<k-land 
H, - a& = diag(e, - ark,. . . , ej - Qk) negative definite, 
Hz - tik = dia&$j+~ - ak, l . . , ok - ak) = 0, 
H3 - ak = diag(6k+l - a&, . . . ) 8, - aa). 
0 7 
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where the kth column of B’ vanishes. We now erase that row and column 
from the matrix above and repeat the whole procedure with another k’ E Y. 
This proves the theorem. 
The near-equality analog of Theorem 1 does not seem to be that easy to 
derive. To see where the di%ulties lie, suppose that for some k 
where 8_1 = - QD, l[n the notation of (7) (here j = k - 1, H, = Ok, and 
Be = ba is a vector) the matrix A - ark is congruent to 
H1- cuk 0 0 0 
0 ek - ark 0 bk 
0 0 H3 - 
ark 
@! , 0 8 
0 be B3 21 
where 
Now V(Hl - ark) =k-landv(A-Q=k-limplythatthematrix 
i 
ek - ak 0 biF 
0 H3 - ak st 
be 83 21 1 
is positive semidefinite. Thus, 
From this we can obtain the following estimate: 
!Ibd2 G (ok - (rk) spread A 
spread A 
4(ak - h-1) 
0 9 
( 1 10 
( 1 11 
In fact, in (IO) 11 U - ark 11 < spread A, 11 B, 11 6 II All. Since in the proof A can 
be replaced by A. - a, o real, we can use inf II A - 01 II = spread A /2. 
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the size of the spechd gap 8, - e&l (note that al, - 6k-l = ak - ok + ok - 
6&_ r) plays a crucial role and spoils the estimate. The case k = 1 is an 
exception: 
b&f G (61 - q)(u - a,). ( 1 12 
This leads to a simple and elegant estimate 
11 b,/t 2 < (“i - 9:) spread A. t 1 13 
(Note that here the matrix B1 is voi3.j A frirther an&@ of A 5y means of the 
Gaussian elimination and Sylvester inertia theorem gets mere sd more 
complicated, but it leads to the following. 
CONJECTURE 3. kt A be as in (11, (22), (31, and let dk_l < q for some k 
(&) C - aj* Then for my q 2 k there exists an orthonormal system 2+, . . . , ifq 
sadI that 
i=t 
(6, - a,) spread A, ( 1 14 
where const depends only on n, m, k, q. 
We shall ROW prove 8 spectral subspece estimate which will corroborate 
our c~nj~ct~r~. 
ak+l > ark jbrwme k. 
k dw of A, Ii,3 
( 1 15 
cos $j = $[ ( F*GG*F)'12], ( ) 16 
and in the following we consider the spectral su!xpaces of A as naturally 
in the whole space. 
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proof. Again we suppose that H = dia@,, . . . , 8,) and write 
zzl = diag(t?~, . . . , 8,), 81$ = (0, BT). Take a unitary Q which diagonalizes A: 
, 
Ai = diag( al,. . . , ak), AL = diag( ak,l,. . . , a”). 
Any wch Q can be written as 
where !! X \! 6 1 and Q1, Qe are some unitary blocks. 
The matrices 
c= ;. 0 F=QG= (y)P, ( ‘1 1 
determine the spaces &, &k as linear spans of their rows, respectively. 
Obviously these spaces do not depend on Q1. In particular, we have 
F*GG”F = Z - XX* 
such that 
. 
sin’ 9, = l-)4[z-xx*] =Aj[xx*] 
and 
228 
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A, = QiA;Qf, i = 1,2, 
we obtain 
& 
(8,-q) =TrH1 -TrA, 
= Tr( &=x-Al + XA2X* 1 - TrAl 
= Tr X*X& - Tr XX”Al. ( ) 20 
This pmves the theorem. 
(& - Ci) sp 
‘. 
Qlk+1 
( 1 22 - @a 
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Proof. From (19) we obtain 
,tl ii Be, II 2 = 11~rl12 6 2llXII Fm=(ll4lI* II4lI) G 2ll~Il,II4I~ 
Here, toa 11 AlI can be replaced by spread A/2, which proves the corollary. 
The estimate (22) shows that many spectral gaps are in fact not needed for 
estimating C ii But ii a. (Accor&g t 0 our conjecture the remaining gap c++~ - 
cy~ is not needed either.) 
For k = 1 (15) yields 
sin2 $i < 
81 - 011 
. 
a2 - a1 
(23) 
Here 
where lpi is the angle between the eigenvectors yl, z1 belonging to A, 011 and 
H, 8i, respectively. Now (23) coincides with the first of a series of estimates for 
the Ritz vectors obtained in [3, 911.91. 
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